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On optimal control of semi-Markov processes 
By D. VERMES in Szeged 
1. Introduction 
The system we consider changes its states stochastically at random points of 
the continuous time. Each of its paths st is a step function of the time ££[0, «=) 
with values in M dimensional Euclidean space E. The probability FLX(T, 8) 
of the event that the state x£E will be followed by an element of the set rczE and 
that the system stays in x no longer than 3, depends on the state x but not on the 
earlier ones. A process st of this kind is said to be semi-Markovian (c.f. [2]). It is 
known that a semi-Markov process is Markovian iff the sojourn time in any state' 
x is independent of the following state and is exponentially distributed, i.e. IIx(r,9) = 
= QX(F) exp {-A(x)£} with some A>0, where Qx(r)=nx(F, 
In the first part of the present paper we show that the investigation of general 
semi-Markov processes can be attributed to the study of special Markov processes. 
More precisely, we prove that the vector process, built up from st and the time 
difference yt between t and the last jump moment preceding t, is Markovian. Further 
we give an explicit expression for the infinitesimal generator of the extended process 
in the case when the sojourn time is independent of the following state. 
The second part of the paper deals with the optimal control of semi-Markov 
processes. Suppose the probabilities IIx(r, 9) depend besides x, F and $ on a decision 
d too, i.e. they are of the form n x ( F , 8). The value of d can be freely chosen f rom 
a set D, the so called decision space, at any time moment. This way we can influence 
the dynamics of the process. In the sequel we consider the case when the choice of 
the actual value of d is based upon the current state and the actual value of y. In 
other words d is chosen according to a function u(x,y), called a strategy. 
Generally we will influence the system in order to obtain an, in some sense 
ideal, process dynamics. Suppose there is given a subset G of the state space, and 
that the process reaches its goal when it enters the complementary set of G, the 
target set. Another interpretation of G is that the system gets damaged when its 
state leaves G, the set of admissible states. Whatever the intuitive meaning of G is, 
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it is uninteresting for the controller, what happens after the state of the proccss 
has left it; hcncc wc observe the proccss only until it leaves G. The time of the first 
exit from the set G will be denoted by x. Assume the expense, which constitutes 
the basis of the judgement of the quality of the different strategies, consists of two 
parts. The first one depends on the terminal state, where the proccss leaves G for 
the first time; we designate it by p(x,y). The second expense component is the 
integral of the so-called "differential" costs q(x, y, d) over the time interval [0, T). 
The "differential expense" q(x, y, d) arises when the process has already been staying 
in the state x for a time y, and the decision d is made. Clearly, the value of the expense 
depends both on the initial state and on the chancc. A strategy u is said to be optimal, 
if it minimizes the expectcd cost for every initial state. 
In the third section of the present paper wc prove a necessary and sufficient 
optimalily theorem for semi-Markov processes. The optimality condition is formulated 
in form of a boundary value problem relative to the results hi [3]. In the fourth 
section we specialize our theorem to Markov jump processes, and we obtain a 
more simple optimality condition, than that of derived from the main theorem 
of [3]. 
The results of the paper, formulated for finite dimensional state and decision 
space can be generalized to an arbitrary measurable state space E and a topological 
measurable decision space D, without any additional difficulties. 
2. Markov equivalents of semi-Markov processes 
We denote by R + the set of all non-negativ reals, R + will serve as the time 
axis of our processes. Let (Q, f/\ P) be a probability space, and denote (E, ¿") a 
subspace of the M-dimensional Euclidean space R M with the cr-field 6' of its Borel 
sets. Assume v„ (n£N, where N stands for the set of all non-negative integers) are 
independent, identically distributed R+ valued random variables, while the E valued 
variables («£N) constitute a (homogeneous) Markov chain, i.e. 
EAB, t): = P(£H+1eB, v„ t\L = x) = 
= + V„ ^ = X , { „ _ ! = . . . , = V,,_X = tn_!, . . . , V0 = t0) 
for arbitrary n(iN; x„, x£E; t„, . . . , and B a n d ITX is in-
dependent of n. Further on we assume that IJX is a probability measure on the space 
EXR+ (X denotes the Cartesian product), and that the image of Q with respect 
to the variables is measurable i.e. (£2) £ <f for arbitrary n i N. can be interpreted 
as the state of the system between the n-th and n+1-th jumps, while v„ is the sojourn 
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time in the n-th state, i.e. the time difference between the rc+l-th and w-th jump 
moments. If we define 
H-l 
L (®): = 2 vi (®) and N(t,co)\ = sup {n : ??„ (co) 3 t) /=0 
then ii„ means the time of the 77-th jump, and N(t) the number of jumps until the 
time t. We introduce the notation s , « . ^ ( c o ) and call the continuous time 
stochastic process S={(st, IIX): i £ R + , x£i?}the semi-Markov process corresponding 
to the measures IIx. 
Observe that as a consequence of its definition, st(co) is a right-continuous 
function of the time for any co£Q. We suppose for the whole paper that N(t, co) is 
finite for any co£Q and / € R + . Conditions guaranteeing this property are given 
in [2]. 
We denote by J1 the common range of the variables vt (76N) and assume T t o be 
right-open. We introduce the notations xt(a, co):=£w(t+(Tjto)(co) and yt(a, co):=t+ 
+a—iIu(t+a,a>)(p3) where i £ R + , a£T, co£Q. Here we have x t(0, co)=st(co) and 
yt(0, co) means the time difference between the moment t of observation and the 
moment of the last jump before t. xt(a, co) and y, (a, co) arise by shifting of the /-func-
tions x((0, co) and yt(0, co) to the left by a time units. They can be interpreted as 
the x- and ^-trajectories, respectively, when we know that at the beginning of the 
observation the time <r had already been passed since the preceding jump, or moie 
roughly speaking the last jump before t=0 was at "t = — a". 
Suppose the distribution of the variable v„ is supported on T whatever the 
initial condition £0=x is. In other words, T is the smallest closed set such that 
P ( v 0 6 T | £ 0 = x ) = l holds true for any x£E. We define the measures Pxy (x£E, y£T) 
on the product space TXQ by Pxy{A)=P{Ay\^0=x, v0>j;) where Ay denotes the 
section of the set AcTXG, i.e. Ay={co£Q: (y, co)£A}. Then Px>y means the pro-
bability of the event Ay under the condition that we know, at the beginning of the 
observation the process had already stayed in- the state x for a time y. 
Let we denote by <ii+ the topology on the space EX T which is the product of 
the weakest topology on E and of the right-side topology on T. In other words, 
the sets {(x, y)£EXT: x=x 0 , j 0 Sj '<> '+£}(£>-0)cons t i tu tea basis of neighbourhoods 
of the point (x„, yn)(:_EXT. The c-field of Borel sets of T will be denoted by ST. 
@(EXT, SXST) or simply 3ft abbreviates the Banach space of all bounded real-
valued functions, defined on EX T which are measurable with respect to the product 
ff-field iXST. The norm | | / | | of a function f<l88{EXT, SxST) is defined by [ | / | | : = 
= sup | f(x,y)\. The space 33 (E, g) is defined analogously. 
XiE.yHT 
T h e o r e m 1. The stochastic process Z={(xt,yt), PXty: x£E, y£T, t£R+} is a 
homogeneous strong Markov process. 
8* 
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P r o o f . If wc make use of the Markov property of the chain £„ («(¡N) and 
the independence of the variables v„ (//CN) a simple computation proves the relation 
P(x, (LB,ytm %,„ = x('\ y,,„ = /"> ; ...; = ytl = 7(1)) -
(' = P(.xtdB, y, m = x("\ ySn = ">) 
for any ii € N O S , ^ c . . . . , < j , < / ; ya\ ..., yw£T; x(1> x("><J E; B£S. (1) 
implies that Z is a homogeneous Markov proccss. 
By the definition of x, and y, the function (x,(a, eo), y,(a, co)) with values in 
the topological spacc (EX T, 'if1') is a right-continuous function of the time for any 
fixed (or, co)(E7'X Q. We show that for any ^ ' - con t inuous function f£08(EX T, SX-T) 
and i SO the function EXii,f(xt,yt) is also <2? '-continuous, i.e. the proccss is Fcl-
lerian in the topology f(>'v. (Ex y denotes the expectation with respect to 
the measure PXi„.) If / ( .«(¿ 'XT' , ) is a -continuous function then 
h(a>,y):~f(l;pnt+yii0)(cQ),t+y-riN(f+yiC0)(cDj) can be uniformly approximated by 
finite sums of characteristic functions, which are right-continuous w.r.t. the second 
k n k 1 "1 k . 
variable for every fixed oo£Q. (E.g. by g„(a>,y)=— if h(co,y)£ 
n ~ + \ n In n 2n, 
where k—0, ± 1 , . . . , ± « | | / | | . ) If x(®, y) is a characteristic function, right-continuous 
in y for any fixed a>£Q, then 
/y)P(dco\v0 > y, = x) = 
a 
= [P(v0 > y\Z* = xT1 /X(co, y)P(dcofl {v0 > y } = *) 
A 
is a right-continuous function of y, since P(vft>-y\£„=x) is right-continuous. Thus 
J Sn(m> y)P(da>\v0^y, £,0=x) is -continuous with respect to (x,y). Since h is 
the uniform limit of g„ as 
Ex,yf(x„ yt) = f h(co, y)P(dco\£0 = x, v0 > y) 
S2 
is -continuous. 
We have shown Z to be right-continuous and Fellerian in the topology 
This implies by [1], Theorem 3.10, the strong Markov property of Z and Theorem 1 
is proved. 
It is known (c.f. [1]), that as a consequence the Markov property (1) of the 
process Z, the operators {Tt: i£R+}, defined by (Tt f)(x, y) := EXjyf(xt, yt) for any 
f£iffl(EXT, SXST), constitute a semigroup of linear contractions. We say that the 
sequence {/,} of elements of the Banach space 8S tends weakly to / S S ( ' " l im/ ,= / ) 
if the numerical sequence f„(x, y) converges to f(x,y) at any point (x,y)£EXT 
and ||/„|| is uniformly bounded (with respect to »6N). The (weak) infinitesimal 
generator A of the semigroup Tt is the linear operator defined by the expression 
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4 / := w l im — (Ttf—/) for all / £ 3d for which the weak limit on the right-hand side 
tio t 
exists and satisfies wlim TtAf=Af. 
t|0 
Since Px,y(.v0St):=P(v0^t+y\£0=x,v0>y) is in 38(EXT, iXST) we may 
define the function a by a(x, ; p ) := w l im—P x > v { y 0 ^t ) if the weak limit exists. The 
i|0 t 
d+ 
relation Px>y{y0=0) implies a(x, y)=— PX:y(v0^t)\tl=0. (Here and in the sequel 
d+ — / or ft+ denote the right-hand side derivative of the function / with respect to 
the variable t ) Denote Qx>y(B) (B£i) the probability of the event that the process 
jumps into a point x'£B after it has left x i.e. QXiy(B):=nx(B, Hvo>->0. 
T h e o r e m 2. If the function a is -continuous and the sojourn time is in-
dependent of the following state then the weak infinitesimal generator A of the process 
is given by the expression 
(2) (Af) (x, y) = / + ( x , 30 - a (x, y)f(x, y) + a(x,y) J f ( x \ 0) Qx> y (dx') 
E 
for any -continuous function f£3d with -continuous Af and uniformly locally 
Lipschitzian with respect to y, i.e. such that 
sup \f(x,y + t)-f(x,y)\^K't 
x£E,y<iT 
y+tZT 
holds true for some K> 0, io^O and for every t, 0^t<t„. 
P r o o f . The following decomposition holds true for every f£gft 
Tj(x,y)-f(x,y) Ax,y + t)-f(x,y) PXiy(vo g t) 
~t — rx,y\v0 ' IJ " J ( X , y ) + 
+ P(N(t + y) = l|g„ = x, JMi> t+y-v0)P(dco\Z0 = 
t a 
= x, v0 > y, N(t+y) = 1) + 
+ = . E { f i X t > y t M o = , , Vo > , , N ( f + y ) 2)_ 
The definition of N(t) and the independence of v0 and vx imply 
P(N(t+y) is 2|<̂ 0 = x, v0 > y) = P(v0 + Vl =§ t+y\£o = x, v0 > y) = 
(4) = / P(vo s t+h\^ = x')P(v0-yddh, Ziedx% = x, 
[0, t)xE 
sup P(VJ S = x')P(v0 3» t + y\£0 = X0, VO = y) [ sup PXj3,(v S ¿)]2, 
x'£E X£E,y£T 
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Since E(f(xt,yt)|4:0=x, v0>y, N(/-\-y)^.2) is bounded, and lim Px y(v;5t)=0 holds 
0 0 
for any x£E, y <E T, the last term of the decomposition (3) tends to zero if The 
definition of N(t) and inequality (4) imply 
Px,y(vo ^ l)—[ sup PXJ\> m f)f P(N(t) = 1|4:0 = x, v0 > y) =£ PXty(v0 S5 t), xCli.yCr 
and hence wlim — P(N(t) — l | £ 0 = x , v0>y)=a(x,y) holds true. Prom the condi-
oo / 
lion that the sojourn time is independent of the following state we obtain 
P&ZB, v0 =S $ + y\So = x, v0 > y, N(t) = l) = 
= P(V0 =s & -\-y\£„ = X, y < v0 =g y + t < Vl) • QX(B), 
and consequently, 
/ M i , t+y-v0)P(dco\U = x, v0 > y, N(i) = 1) = 
A 
t 
= f J fix', t+y — h) Qx {dx) P(v0-y£ dh\£0 = x, y < v0 si + * < Vj). 
0 £ 
If i |0 in the last expression then 
lim / M ± , t+y-v0)P(d(o\U = x, v0 > = 1) = f f(x', 0 ) 6 , № 0 
Q E 
holds true, since P(v 0 ^i 1 +>' | (^ 0 =x,> ' -<v 0 ^i+> '<v 1 ) = l a n d / is ^ - c o n t i n u o u s . The 
last limit relation holds also in the weak sense, since the integral is bounded by || f\\ 
independently of t. 
The differentiability and the uniform Lipschitz property of / implies the weak 
convergence of - t A x , y + t ) - f ( x , y ) ] - * f + ( x , y ) for ilO. Thus if ilO then each 
component of the decomposition (3) tends weakly to the corresponding component 
of (2). Next we show that wlim T,Af=Af. A decomposition analogous to (3) holds 
oo 
true for (TtAf)(x,y)—Af(x,y). Because of the absence of the divisor t, the last 
three terms of this decomposition tend weakly to zero if / |0, while the -continuity 
of Af implies the first term to converge weakly to zero. 
To finish the proof we have to show that every f(:/M from the domain of A 
with -continuous image Af is differentiable and uniformly Lipschitz continuous. 
The last two conditions were used only in the proof of the convergence of the first 
term of (3). This way the left side and also the right side up to its first term converge 
weakly for every from the domain of A. Since " l i m / ^ / v o > - / ) = ! holds, and 
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— t f ( x , y + t ) — f ( x , } > ) ] converges weakly too if /10, what is equivalent to the dif-
ferentiability and Lipschitz property of / , and the proof is finished. 
We call two Markov processes equivalent (c.f. [1]), if they are defined on the 
same state space, and their transition functions coincide, Right-continuous processes 
are determined by their weak infinitesimal generators uniquely up to equivalence. 
Consequently if the assumptions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled, the function a and the 
measures Qx (x£E) determine the process Z and this way also the semi-Markov 
process S up to equivalence. 
3. Optimal control of semi-Markov processes 
Suppose we are given a family of semi-Markov processes d£D) satisfying 
the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2, and determined by the function a(x,y,d) 
and the measures Q'xy. The decision space D is a measurable subset of RL. 3> and 
c iD denote respectively the induced c-field and the induced topology on D. The 
decision (or control) parameter d can be freely chosen by the controller at every 
moment. But we only suppose that the decisions are made on the basis of the observa-
tion of the state x, and of the time y,. In other words d is chosen according a func-
tion u: EXT^D. If u is measurable and (ci+, «^-continuous, then it determines by 
Qlfy'y) and a (x, y, u (x, yj) a new Markov process Z" = {(xt, yt), y: x € E, y 6 T, 16 R+ } 
and hence a new semi-Markov process S" too. (According to a remark at the end 
of Section 2 of [3J the trajectories xt, y, need not be indexed by u.) We call a mea-
surable, «^-cont inuous function u: EXT-+D a (feed-back) control strategy, 
the set U of all strategies the strategy space, while S" and Z" are called the processes 
governed by the strategy u. 
Observe, that if A" and Ad denote the weak generators of the processes Z" and 
Z'\ respectively, then the relation 
(5) A"f(x,y) = A"^f(x,y) 
holds true for every / f r o m the domain of A" and for every x£E, y£T, The relation 
(5) implies that if two strategies ux and u2 are equal on a set Bc.EX T, then the processes 
Z"1 and Z"a coincide on B. 
Let there be given set G'czEXT, open in the f<i+ topology, and such that for 
all processes Z" (u£U) the tune T(C, co):=inf {/: (xt(<r, to), yt(a, (6)) $ G'} of the 
first exit f rom G' is a Markov time (c.f. [1]). The complementary set of G' is the 
target set. 
Suppose the funt ions^: (EX T)\G' -y [0, «,) and q: G' X D [0, «,) are bounded, 
measurable, and X(^D continuous, respectively. We are looking for a strategy 
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ir £ U minimizing the functional 
V 
JXi y(u): = E'l y {p (xt, yr) -I- f q (x,, y,, u (x,, y,)) clt} 
o 
for any initial state x<EE, y<lT, such that J(u{) is bounded. 
Wc introduce the notation Bg (x, y): —- inf [A''g(x, j') -\ q(x, y, d)], where 
<ICfl 
A"f(x, y) = / / ( * , y) - a(x, y, d)f(x, y) -I- a(x, y, d) f f(x', 0) Q"x(dx'). 
E 
The following theorem gives a complete characterization of the optimal strategy. 
T h e o r e m 3. A strategy u'1 <S U is optimal iff the boundary value problem 
(6) A"'f(x, y) + q(x, y, u(x, y)) = Bf(x, y) = 0 if (x,y)CzG\ 
(7) f(x,y) =p(x,y) if (x,y)iG' 
possesses a bounded, measurable solution /*. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is based on the following lemma, proved in [4]. 
L e m m a . If % is a Markov time with x^x, then for any u€_U the relation 
X 
(8) Jx, y (u) = EXi y {JXm yx (u) + f q (xt ,yt,u(xt, ytj) dt} 
o 
holds true. 
P r o o f (Theorem 3). Let u*£U be an optimal strategy, and let f* (x, y) :=JXi y (u*) 
The Feller property of Z" implies <g,+-continuity of / * . (6) is equivalent relations 
(9) A"*f *(x,y) + q{x,y, u*(x, y)) = 0 for all (x, y)€G\ 
(10) A']f*(x, y) + q(x,y,d) S 0 for all (x, y)£G','d^D. 
To prove (9) let us apply the lemma to the strategy u* and to the time x=h£ R+. 
With the abbreviation q"(x, y):=q(x, y, u(x, y)) we obtain: 
T f r ( x , y ) - P ( x , y ) = Ef,yJXhtyh(u*)-Jx,y(u*) = -E'Cy j q"*(xt, yt)dt, 
0 
and hence 
i i A 
A"*f* = wlim — (Thf* — •/*) = wlim— f Tfq"*dt = -q"\ Ato h J fto h J 1 1 
Since q"* is <j?+-continuous, the last relation shows that / * is in the domain of A"* 
and proves (9) . Equation (7 ) holds, since P X J , ( T = 0 ) = 1 holds for any pair (x, y)$G'. 
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Next we prove relation (10). Suppose there is a decision cl0 and a point-pair 
(x0, y0)£G', for which (10) is false. Then for any ii£U with u(x0, y0)=cl0 the relation 
¿"PO'o, y0) + q(*o, yo,u(x0, 70)) < 0 
holds true. We define for arbitrary t£T the strategy ut£ U\ 
ida if x=x0 and yo^y-zya + t, 
^X' ^' ~ [ u* (x, y) elsewhere. 
Since for any U the relations wlim T¡¡A"f*=A"f- and "Tim T¡'q"=q" hold, there 
WÍ0 t|0 
exists for any / > 0 a i0>-0 such that for all 0 s / 7 < i 0 
W ' f \ x o , yo) + q>h(xo,yo)] < 0 
holds true. We introduce the notations u0:=wmm[( t j for a fixed tx£T, and x(a, co):= 
= m i n [T, T0, inin (ÍLS I0)]> where x0 denotes the time of the first exit f rom the point 
x0. Since the strategies w( and u0 coincide on the set {xoJXbo, .Ko+inin (h> t0)) 
so do the processes Z"n and Z"°, and the last inequality can be rewritten in the form 
(11) EZ yo f [A"°f* (x„, + (xo, yt)} dt-< 0. 
o 
If we apply Dynldn's formula (corollary of Theorem 5.1 of [1]) to the function 
f*=J(u*), to the process Z"° and to the Markov time x, we obtain 
•W"*) = i ^ f \ x t , y t ) d t } . o 
The application of the lemma to w„ and x implies 
X 
(«o) = K°0,y0{JXx,yxK) + / <7"°(x0, yt)dt). 
0 
We denote by ¡.i the Markov time of the first entrance in the set 7i0 = [{x0}X 
X b o > yo+nun (h > O ) ] n G'. (Clearly, x is the time of the first exit from H0.) Let we 
define Í20:= {(cr, co)£TXÍ2: pi^rj. Intuitively Q0 means the set of the elementary 
events, for which (x t , y t ) leaves G' before crossing the set H0. Applying the lemma 
to n and the strategies u* and u„ respectively, with the aid of the decomposition 
Q' ;= TX Í 3 = U (Q'\Q0), we obtain for any (x, y)£G' 
X 
Jx,y(u) = Ef¡yXa0{p(xt,yz)+ f q"\x„y,)dt} + 
0 
* ^ * + * 
+ E"*yXa'\(20 f q"\x„yt)dt+JX0,y0(ti )E"*yXa\S}o 
0 
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T 
/*.,(«») = J't)+f q'fi(xt, yi)dt} + 
0 
/1 
'I- f g(xt ,yt) ch + /V0,,0 (M0) , 
0 
where X/i denotes the indicator function of the set // . Since the strategies w0 and 
and hence also the processes Z"° and Z"* coincide outside of IIn , the relation 
t t 
E'£yXn0{p(.x„y*)-\- J c('\xt,yt)(U} = E"%Xa0{p(xt, yt) -I- J q""(x,, y,)dt) 
0 0 
holds true for any (x, y) <t IIn. Further on, since if (cr, the trajectory 
•(x,(a, co), y , ( f f , co)) does not cross the set II0 before ¡i, 
H /1 
<,Xo-\p»/ q"*(xt,yt)dt = E"°yXsy\a0 f q"°(xt,yt)dt 
0 0 
holds true for any (x, y) (j //„. Again by the same argument we obtain the relation 
o = < r) = < T) = E&Xtrsf i . 
for any (x, j>) (j H0. The coupling of the last five relations implies 
- - J W « * ) = + 
0 
+ EZ y„ f №/* (x0, yt) + q"° (*0, yt)] dt. 
0 
With the abbreviation a :=E"° „ E''» „ y&\o =E"» v P"° „ (M-<T) the last equality 
-can be written hi the form 
(1 - « W W « < 0 - KyM*)1 = £'"„%„ / [^"0/*(*o, Ji) + q"". < 0, 
o 
where the inequality follows from (11). Since O ^ a ^ l the last relation contradicts 
the assumed optiniality of u", and hence relation (5) is proved. 
To finish the proof we have to show, that the solvability of the boundary value 
problem (6), (7) is sufficient for the strategy u* to be optimal. For this we refer to 
J2], where the proof is given for more general processes. 
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4. Optimal control of Markov jump processes 
As it is known, a semi-Markov process is Markovian, iff the sojourn 
time in any state is exponentially distributed, independently of the following state, i.e. 
J P(v„^9 |^„=x)=exp {—X(x)&} with some A(x)>0. As a consequence of the ex-
ponential distribution of v, the relation P(-vn^&±y\!;u=x, v„>y)=exp {— 
holds true, and therefore, a(x, y)=X(x) holds independently of y. It arises the ques-
tion, when is it possible to control a family of Markov processes optimally by strate-
gies based only upon the observation of the current state but not upon the sojourn 
time. The same question was extensively studied in [4]. In the sequel we show that 
the main result of [4] can be obtained as an easy consequence of Theorem 3. More 
precisely we show that if the expense components do not depend on the time the 
process has already spent in its current state, then conditions relative to those of 
Theorem 3 are necessary and sufficient for optimality. 
Suppose we are given a family {Xd: d£D) of Markov jump processes determined 
by the reverse expected sojourn times X{x, d) with X(x, d)^K, and by the jump 
probabilities Q'[. Denote UM the class of all measurable strategies u: E-*D. Suppose 
G<z.E is a set, such that the first exit time x from G is Markovian, and the functions 
p\ E\G-*[0, q\ are bounded and measurable. A strategy u*£UM 
is said to be optimal, if it minimizes the functionals 
X 
JJu) = E${p(xz) + f q(xt,u(xt))dt} 
0 
under all strategies u£UM for any x<S_E. We introduce the notation Bf(x):= 
= inf [Adf(x) + q(x, d)] for all functions f£3S{E, £), where 
<i a D 
(12) A"f(x) = - A (A-, d)f(x) + X(x, d) f /(x')Qi(dx'). 
E 
Then we can state the following 
T h e o r e m 4. A strategy u* is optimal in UM iff the boundary value problem 
(13) " A"*f(x) + q(x,u*(x))=Bf(x) = 0 (xtG) 
(14) f(x)=p(x) (x 6 E \ G ) 
possesses a bounded solution f*. 
P r o o f . If X is bounded, then the infinitesimal generator of the process Xd 
is defined for all functions f£SS(E, S) and is given by (12). Consequently, if we ex-
tend the process Xt to Zt onto the space EXT, then the generator Adexi of the latter 
will be given by Adext g(x, y)=g+(x, y)-X(x, y)g(x, y)+X(x, y) Jg(x', 0 ) Q i ( d x ' ) for 
E 
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all functions g£03(EXT, fiX.f) uniformly Lipschitzian with respcct to y. S) 
can be embedded in EXT, $X9~) as the subspace of all functions, constant with 
rcspect to y. 
If a function / " € № , suffices (12) (13), then g*£i%(EXT, tfX.T) defined 
by g' (x, y ) • f *(x) for any yCl' is a solution of (6)—(7), sincc gy sO, Hencc, the 
optimality o f « " follows from the statement of Theorem 3. 
To prove that if u* is optimal in UM then,/'4 (x):—Jx(u*) is a solution of (13) (14) 
we can repeat the proof of the corresponding part of Theorem 3. Wc have only 
to show that i/0 can be chosen from UM too. Set u0 (x)—u* (x) if x and z/0 (x0)=d f t , 
and the rest of the proof can be carried out analogously to that of Theorem 3. 
We remark that Theorem 4 applies to Markov jump processes, a similiar result 
can be derived from the results of [3]. But an essential difference is that in Theorem 4 
the operators A" are simple integral operators, while with the methods of [3] one 
can derive optimality conditions with unbounded operators only, even in the case 
of a jump process. 
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